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FAMILY GUIDE 
to teen content creation

Tips for Parents

In a world of digital connectivity, teens are not just 
content consumers—they’re also content creators. 

Creating videos is a fun way for them to explore their interests, express
themselves, and make connections. And there are many ways parents
can get involved. Use these checklists to make your teen’s online world

a little more pos itive, a whole lot safer, and way more fun!

PRIORITIZE THEIR WELLNESSStrike a Balance Make time for online & offline
activities they love.

Trust their Gut Check in on their feelingsthroughout the process.

Celebrate! Recognize their progress, no
matter how big or small. 

Create a Support System 
Include trusted friends & family
(spoiler alert)...like you!

Create a supportive
environment that encourages
healthy digital habits and
prioritizes your teen's overall
wellness. Feeling good and
having fun go hand in hand!



CITIZENSHIP

SAFETY

BUILD A POSITIVE COMMUNITY

Create with Empathy 

Consider how their videos &

comments might be received.

Prevent Cybe
rbullying 

Remind them to avoid (or report)

bullying & digital drama. 

Think Critically
Detect misinformation to ensure

what they say/share is true.

Be Inclusive 
Confirm that their content

doesn’t offend or exclude anyone. 

BEWARE OF THE OVERSHARESet Boundaries Discuss what info is or isn’t safeto share.

Get ConsentConfirm that everyone they showor mention gave the OK. 

Check the DetailsEnsure their words, clothes, orlocations don’t reveal private info.

Review Privacy Settings Decide where their videos willappear & who can see them.

>
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As an ally in their content
creation journey, you can help
them prioritize their safety and
privacy while nurturing their
creative expression. 

Empower your teen to be a good
digital citizen who considers the

impact of their actions on
themself and others.

FAMILY GUIDE 
to teen content creation

Tips for Parents
in partnership with

Consider the ImpactRemind them toPAUSE  ASSESS RISK  MAKE THE CALLLearn more in the full 
Family Guide to Teen Content Creation.

https://services.google.com/fh/files/helpcenter/csn_family_guide_teen_creation.pdf

